
Soapstone Black Mother holding
Child Statue 13 in
Read More
SKU: 00903
Price: ₹28,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: apsara statue, debdashi idol, devdashi statue,
home décor, salabhanjika statue, seelabalika statue,
shalabhanjika sculpture, silabalika statue, soap stone
statue

Product Description

The Mother holding child statue of 1 ft is in a rich glossy black varnishing that creates easy
coordination with contemporary and traditional interior styles. A wide base for stability and
smooth curves for sculptural appeal embraces a luxurious gleam anywhere in the home.
Material: Soapstone (Black Polished) Height: 1 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 13 x 6.5 x 2.5
inch A look into the  decorative statues for home:

In the above stone sculpture of the lady, it is seen holding her infant on a two-layer
pedestal.
The sculpt is finely graved with detailed ornamentation all over her body, featuring the
womanhood delicately.
A pretty figure of a peacock is seen behind her.
The magnetic statue was sculptured by the brilliant craftsman of Odisha, where stone
carving is a major handicraft and globally famous for it.

Essentials of womanliness:

A woman pursued several roles in her life, like a daughter, mother wife, sister, etc.
The sculpture showcase gracefulness, gentleness, and empathy associate with all
epitomes of femininity.
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The sculpture delightfully shows, how women devote all their time to the child, on her
upbringing.

Some placement suggestions for the decorative statues for home:

Decorate your living room, porch, hallway, front office with the elegant statue.
You can place the eye-catching piece on a mantle, accent table, sideboard, and showcase
of your home or office.
You can even place the elegant sculpture at the entryway of the institute, hospital, and
office.

Ways to clean the outdoor decorative statues for home: 

The elegant statue is made of soapstone material.
The merit of Sandstone is that it is weather-proof and non-porous.
You need a broom or a piece of cloth to wipe down the surface of the outdoor stone statue.
So, cleaning the statue is very easy.
Cleaning of the outdoor stone statue should be carried every alternative day.

Black Polished Soapstone
Apsara holding Mirror 12 in
Read More
SKU: 00902
Price: ₹28,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: apsara statue, debdashi idol, devdashi statue,
salabhanjika statue, seelabalika statue, shalabhanjika
sculpture, silabalika statue, soap stone statue

Product Description
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Build excitement with the darkish Apsara holding mirror in your décor which is discrete and
intriguing at the same time. No words to describe the alluring stone sculpture. Add it to your
interior decoration and earn compliments from the watcher.
Material: Soapstone (Black Polished) Height: 1 ft (approx.) Dimension(HWL): 12.2 x 6 x 2.5
inch
A smashing decorative stone Apsara:

The beautiful decorative stone statue of the Apsara is standing on a two-layer pedestal,
with a peacock behind.
The statue is well adorned with ornaments engraved within the stone. She is seen adorning
herself in her right hand, by looking at a stone-carved mirror while the left hand is humbly
patting the peacock.
The statue has been a glossy glaze polish which enhances her charms more delicately.
It is a marvelous piece hand-carved by the skillful artisans of Odisha who gained popularity
for its stone carving internationally.

Apsara: The semi-divine being

In many Indian mythology and scriptures, they are said to be the epitome of beauty and
grace, like Rambha, Menaka, Urvashi.
They appeared from churning the ocean of milk.
They are said to be the consort of Gandharvas, living in the palace of Lord Indra.
They are not only appreciated for their beauty but also excellent in the art of dancing and
singing.

Suggestion to place the charismatic decorative stone statue :

You can make use of it in your interior design of the hotel, restaurant, palace, and house.
It will supplement your decoration to the next level if you place it on the mantle, console,
sideboard, etc.
The cupboard and cabinet of your home and office are also perfect places to enhance the
glam of your décor theme.
The glossy black will pop against in light shade background.
"Wrap it up as a gift for your dear one next time"

Benefits for keeping the decorative stone piece:

It is believed that Apsara is linked with happiness and a fun-loving environment.
Considering Vaastu, east and northeast are the zones for happiness and cheering.
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Keeping the statue in the above-mentioned zone will boost the happiness and joy element
in your life.
Artists proficient in singing and dancing is recommended to keep the statue in the west
and Southwest zone.
It adds positive energy to the atmosphere, which helps to calm your mind and soul.

Guidance for cleaning the decorative stone:

The appealing sculpture is made out of durable materials like soapstone.
The chief advantage of Sandstone is that it is a nonporous, weatherproof, and low
maintenance material.
The cleaning would not take much attention, by using a cloth or broom over the surface
you can dust the statue.
The cleaning should be done every second day, so that dust wouldn't accumulate on the
surface of the statue.

Black Coloured Soap Stone
Dancing Apsara Statue 10 in
Read More
SKU: 00899
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: apsara statue, debdashi idol, devdashi statue,
salabhanjika statue, seelabalika statue, shalabhanjika
sculpture, silabalika statue, soap stone statue

Product Description

Bring this pretty elegant addition of the Dancing Apsara bedecked with beauty to your home.
The majestic rich black polish statue will draw the attention of every looker-on. Material:
Soapstone (Black colored) Dimension(HWL): 10.3 x 3.6 x 2  inch Position: Dancing Property
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of the decorative stone statue :

The above captivate statue of apsara is standing on a two-layer lotus pedestal, dancing
and playing dholak.
The trimmings and ornament are chiseled on her body so intricately that it is raising the
charm of her womanly curves beautifully.
It is a life-enriching creation of the creative craftsman of Odisha, globally famous for its
stone carving.

Apsara: The divine dancer and entertainer

In many Hindu scriptures mythology, the role of the celestial being has been mentioned,
like Rambha, Menaka, Urvashi, are few examples of them.
They emerged from the churning of the milk ocean.
They are wives and lovers of Gandharvas, together they live in the palace of Lord Indra.
Apsaras are excellent dancers, singers, and entertainers.

Where to place the breathtaking decorative stone statue:

You can make use of it in your interior design of hotel, restaurant, palace.
The cabinet and cupboard of your living room and office will be so eye-catching.
You can also place it on a console table, mantle, sideboard otherwise in an accent table
will amplify the interior theme.
While placing the magnificent darkish decorative stone, make sure the background should
be in a light shade so that it will pop against it.

Rip the benefits of   placing the alluring decorative stone statue of :

According to  Vaastu, the east and Northeast zone distribute the zone of happiness and
refreshment, so keeping it in the above-mentioned zone will double the joy and happiness
in your life.
Artists associated with singing and dancing are advised to keep the statue west zone and
Southwest zone.
It attracts soothing and positive energy to calm your soul and mind with a single glance of
it.

Caring Tips for the delightful decorative stone: 

The seductive stone statue is made of Soapstone, the most durable material for outdoor
beautification.
The advantage of Soapstone is that it is shatterproof as well as weatherproof.
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Clean the statue using a piece of dry cloth and broom over the surface.
The dusting should be done every other day so that dirt will not make compile over the
surface of the outdoor stone statue.

Left Side Trunk Dancing
Ganesha Soapstone Statue
Read More
SKU: 00817
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, soap stone statues

Product Description
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Right Trunk Soapstone Sitting
Ganesha Idol
Read More
SKU: 00818
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, soap stone statues

Product Description

Pink Soapstone Right Trunk
Sitting Ganesha Idol
Read More
SKU: 00820
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, soap stone statues

Product Description
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Right Trunk Sitting Ganesha
Soapstone Sculpture
Read More
SKU: 00824
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, soap stone statues

Product Description

Trimukhi - 3 Faces - Soapstone
Sitting Ganesha Idol
Read More
SKU: 00825
Price: ₹30,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, New Style Ganesh Murti, soap stone statues

Product Description
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Soapstone Sitting Right Trunk
Ganesha Idol
Read More
SKU: 00826
Price: ₹11,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, soap stone statues

Product Description

Polished Soapstone Dancing
Ganesha Idol
Read More
SKU: 00827
Price: ₹11,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, soap stone statues

Product Description
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Left Trunk Ganesha Soapstone
Statue Sitting on Mandap
Read More
SKU: 00810
Price: ₹22,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, soap stone statues

Product Description

Sadabhuja Right Trunk Dancing
Soapstone Ganesh Statue
Read More
SKU: 00811
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, soap stone statues

Product Description
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Chaturbhuja Sitting Soapstone
Ganesha Statue
Read More
SKU: 00814
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, soap stone statues

Product Description

Left Trunk Soapstone Sitting
Ganesha on Flowers Statue
Read More
SKU: 00804
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, soap stone statues

Product Description
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Soapstone Standing Moon
Ganesha Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00785
Price: ₹6,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: crafts odisha, ganesh murti, ganesha idol,
ganesha murti, handicrafts, home décor, interior
design, New Style Ganesh Murti, soap stone statues

Product Description

Torana Style Pink Stone
Jagannath Statue Set
Read More
SKU: 00711
Price: ₹20,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Jagannath Idol, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: jagannath baladev subhadra statue, jagannath
idols, statue for puja, stone idols, stone jagannath

Product Description
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Pink Soft Stone Torana
Jagannath Idols Set
Read More
SKU: 00712
Price: ₹20,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Jagannath Idol, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: jagannath baladev subhadra statue, jagannath
idols, statue for puja, stone idols, stone jagannath

Product Description

Big Size Soapstone Jagannath
Idols on Mandap
Read More
SKU: 00718
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Jagannath Idol, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: jagannath baladev subhadra statue, jagannath
idols, statue for puja, stone idols, stone jagannath

Product Description
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Green Stone Jagannath Statue 6
in
Read More
SKU: 00703
Price: ₹3,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Jagannath Idol, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: jagannath baladev subhadra statue, jagannath
idols, statue for puja, stone idols, stone jagannath

Product Description

Green Soap Stone Konark Wheel
Sculpture 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00675
Price: ₹7,840.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Objects, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: home décor, konark wheels, office decor, office
decorations, soapstone konark wheels, table decor,
table top

Product Description
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Enhance your home interior designing with an iconic statue of Konark Wheel Sculpture from
CRAFTS ODISHA. The gorgeous little piece is a great choice for small spaces and is a highly
sought-after budget-friendly alternative. Material: Green Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 7.5 x
8.5 x 1.2  inch Wheel Diameter: 6 inch Weight: 0.7 kg (700 g) The world-famous
prestigious home decor statue:

The wheel is a replica of the Konark wheel, with 8 spokes installed on a pedestal having
similar decoration at the end.
The wheel is removable from its pedestal.
The architectural elegance is a masterpiece of the heritage, made by skilled artisans of
Odisha.

The great wheel of Konark:

The wheel is also known as the "wheel of life".
The wheel is the base of the chariot, consisting of 8 wider spoke and 8 thinner spoke.
The spokes signify the Prahars (three-hour periods) of a day.
Distance between 2 wider spokes is 180 minutes and the thinner spoke between two wider
spokes is 90 minutes. There are 30 beads between one wider spoke to the next thinner
spoke and each bead represents 3 minutes. The Sundial shows time anti-clockwise and the
top center wider spoke represents midnight.

Few placement suggestions for the home decor statue:

The size can easily fit into any shelf of a cupboard and showcase.
You can also place it on your study, office, reception desk, coffee table, etc.
It can place at any office and home decoration as it represents the image of the world
heritage.
A decent gifting option for any official or personal occasion of your dear one.

How to care the delightful decorative stone statue:

The glorious decorative stone statue is made of Soapstone.
The chief advantage of Soapstone is that it is non-porous and weatherproof.
You can clean the statue by using a piece of dry cloth or a small brush over the surface.
The cleaning should be done periodically.
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Pink Stone / Soapstone Konark
Wheel Statue 6 in
Read More
SKU: 00676
Price: ₹7,840.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Objects, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: home décor, konark wheels, office decor, office
decorations, soapstone konark wheels, table decor,
table top

Product Description

Makes look effortless with the Konark Wheel Statue in your home and office. Display it loud and
proud with the statement piece from CRAFTS ODISHA. Material: Soapstone Pink stone
Dimension(HWL): 8 x 10 x 1.3 inch Wheel Diameter: 6 inch Weight: 1.1 kg
The eminent stone sculptures : 

The prominent decorative stone Konark wheel is placed on the substructure, accompanied
by two horses.
The wheel can be detachable from its plinth. Few elephant figures have been chiseled on
the base of the plinth.
The artful statuette is made by the skilled artisans of Odisha, where stone carving is
popular all around the world.

The specialty about the famed Konark wheel:

The wheel represents the passage of time. Consisting of 8 major spokes and 8 minor
spokes, which signify the Prahars (three-hour periods) of a day, adding up to 24 hours
which is a day.
In Buddhism also known as the "wheel of life". It is said that it represents the cycle of
creation, preservation, and self-realization.
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The wheel is the chief attraction of the tourists, exquisitely decorated around their axis and
peripheries.

Where to lay the elegant stone sculptures:

The beautiful structure can be placed on any shelf or cupboard and showcase in the living
room and office.
Placing it on your study table, reception desk, coffee table, and office chamber will be
eyeful.
Displayed the world heritage icon at any office, restaurant, hotel or home, etc.
An honorable gift option for your loved one on their special occasion.

Caring Tips of the deluxe decorative stone statue:

The decorative stone statue is made of durable Pink stone.
Pink soapstone is popular for its non-porous quality and is weather-resistant.
Clean decorative stone with a piece of dry cloth or a small brush over the surface of the
stone sculptures.
The dusting should be carried periodically to keep the dirt away from the surface of the
stone sculpture.

Konark Wheel Soap Stone
Statue 8 inch
Read More
SKU: 00678
Price: ₹13,440.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Objects, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: home décor, konark wheels, office decor, office
decorations, soapstone konark wheels, table decor,
table top
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Product Description

Look no further, than this Konark Soapstone Wheel Soapstone Statue is great for any tabletop
decor to a desk job, because home decoration always need not be colorful, a perfect fit for any
home or office embellishment. Material: Pink Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 10.2 x 12 x 1.3 
inch Weight: 2 kg
The Konark Wheel: The architectural elegance

The statue above is a replica of the Konark wheel, with 8 spokes circular rings installed on
a base having similar decoration at their ends.
The wheel can be easily detachable from its base. Two horses were seen on each side of
the wheel, with a fine engraving of various men, animals, and flowers all over the
sculpture.
The sophisticated creation is a showpiece of the heritage, made by the skillful craftsmen of
Odisha.

The wheel of time or the wheel of life: 

The wheel is also known as the "wheel of life". The cycle of creation, preservation, and self-
realization.
The wheel is the base of the chariot, consisting of 8 major spokes and 8 minor spokes.
The spokes also signify the Prahars (three-hour periods) of a day.
Distance between the 2 major spokes is 180 minutes and the minor spoke between two
major spokes is 90 minutes. There are 30 beads between one major spoke to the next
minor spoke and each bead represents 3 minutes. The Sundial shows time anti-clockwise
and the top center wider spoke represents midnight. To calculate time after the sunset,
the moon dial works just like the sundial.

Some tips and suggestions for the home decor statue:

The miniature sculpt can easily insert into any shelf of a cupboard and showcase.
Place it on your study, office, reception desk, coffee table, etc.
It can place at any office and home décor as it represents the image of the world heritage.
A reasonable gifting option for any official or personal occasion of your dear one.

How to care the elegant decorative stone statue:

The historical decorative stone statue is made of Soapstone.
Soapstone is well-known for its non-porous quality and weather-resistant nature.
Take a piece of dry cloth or a small brush to wipe the surface of the stone sculptures.
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The cleaning should be done every other day to keep the dust away from the stone
sculptures.

Konark Wheel Pink Soap Stone
Sculpture 10 inch
Read More
SKU: 00680
Price: ₹22,400.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Decor, Objects, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: home décor, konark wheels, office decor, office
decorations, soapstone konark wheels, table decor,
table top

Product Description

Go a step more with the historical heritage piece of decor, the" Konark Wheel Soapstone
Sculpture". This gorgeous yet simple statement piece can add slick to your office and home.
Material: Pink Soapstone Sculpture Dimension(HWL): 12.8 x 16 x 2.3 inch
The renowned stone statuette:

The prominent decorative stone Konark wheel is placed on the substructure, accompanied
by two horses on each side of the wheel with the equestrian.
The wheel is detachable from its base structure. Several elephant figures have been
carved on the base of the substructure.
The architectural brilliancy can be seen in the above sculpture by the skilled artisans of
Odisha, where stone carving is popular all over the world.

The time wheel:

The wheel is also known as the "wheel of life". It is said that it represents the cycle of
creation, preservation, and self-realization.
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Consisting of 8 major spokes and 8 minor spokes, which signify the Prahars (three-hour
periods) of a day.
Distance between the 2 major spokes is 180 minutes and the minor spoke between two
major spokes is 90 minutes. There are 30 beads between one major spoke to the next
minor spoke and each bead represents 3 minutes. The Sundial shows time anti-clockwise
and the top center wider spoke represents midnight. To calculate time after the sunset,
the moon dial works just like the sundial.

The placement suggestion of the prominent stone sculptures:

The beautiful structure can be positioned onto any shelf or cupboard and showcase in the
living room and office.
You can lay it on your study table, reception desk, coffee table, and office chamber.
The beautiful stone sculptures represent the image of the world heritage, it can be
displayed at any office, restaurant, hotel or home, etc.
A venerated gift option for your loved one on their special occasion.

Caring Tips of the deluxe decorative stone statue:

The decorative stone statue is made of Soapstone.
The cleaning can be done by using a piece of dry cloth or a small brush over the surface of
the stone sculptures.

Wooden Sitting Elephant -
Animal Set
Read More
SKU: 00662
Price: ₹1,176.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Idols, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: car decor, table decor, table top, wooden
artifact, wooden handicrafts, wooden idols
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Product Description
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